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1 WATER LICENSING CRITERIA 

Undertaking 

Water 

Use/Deposit of 

Waste 

Criteria applicable 

to the TCWR 

Waters 

Regulations 

Mackenzie 

Valley Federal 

Areas Waters 

Regulations 

Water Licence 

Required 

INDUSTRIAL 

Deposit of Waste 

in conjunction 

with quarrying 

and gravel 

washing (Item 3c) 

Deposit of waste 

in conjunction 

with quarrying 

above ordinary 

high-water mark 

where there is no 

direct or indirect 

deposit of waste 

to surface water. 

Schedule D, 

Column II 

Schedule IV, 

Column II 
No 

MUNICIPAL 

Deposit of waste 

by camps or 

lodges (Item 3b) 

Any deposit of 

waste in 

accordance with 

the General 

Sanitation 

Regulations of the 

Northwest 

Territories by a 

camp or lodge 

serving 50 or 

fewer people, 

where there is no 

direct or indirect 

deposit to surface 

waters. 

Schedule F, 

Column II 

Schedule IV, 

Column II 
No 

 

With respect to road construction, all existing quarries are accessed via ice roads over lakes. The proposed new quarry 

at the northern end of Gordon Lake will have access via an ice road that cross both portages and lakes. The portages 

are limited in width and length and will require substantially less than 100 m3/day of water to construct and maintain. 

Therefore, these construction activities will not require a water licence. 

 

2 CONCLUSION 

Based on this assessment, a water licence is not required for activities related to the Dome Lake Camp and quarry 

operations carried out on behalf of the Tibbitt to Contwoyto Winter Road. 

 

 

 


